
types of inference. Our first examples will involve simple fu

lists are defined as datatypes. Such an induction proof divid

, we can define natural numbers in Athena as follows:

This definition says that the values of sort

we define the values so obtained to be

Suppose now we want to define and reason about the addition fun
a, we first



if we prefer infix notation. In fact, by making sure that

efined operator

the identifier in the first place, placing the declaration inside a module to avoid conflict
with the predefined

define
universally quantified equations. But before we do that, it w



We can even use the defined names as arguments to quantifiers:

Defining variables like that is a common practice that we will
are already predefined at the Athena top level as the polymorp

We now introduce the following universally quantified equat

In general, the first argument to is a universally quantified sentence



In the first case above,

still has one quantifier:

typically by virtue of one of the five fun-

ntifiers

is defined in Athena’s library.

will define more precisely what we mean by “follows from” in the case of first-order logic with
ation for first-order logic, but an intuitive understanding

of these concepts will suffice for now.



justification list
justifier

is actually a bit more flexible than the above description sug



not tell us whether to use prefix, infix, or postfix notation; ho

ms is the prefix notation
common in Lisp dialects. The same prefix notation is availabl
can also use infix notation for binary function symbols, whic

we get to it by traveling down the first (leftmost) edge attach
is [2 1], because we get to it by first visiting the second child
to the first child of that node; and so on. The position of the ro

classification system used by libraries to organize book col



result is well-sorted. We leave the definition of this proced

tified sentence of the form can be viewed as a tree with the quantifier



Node positions are defined as they were for term trees. Thus, f
, which in prefix notation is written as

A firm foundation for reasoning about equalities is provided

Reflexivity:



the assumption base. Rather, any one of the first three axioms

For simplicity, we will refer to all five of the above simply as
“axioms and axiom schemas”). Not all five are necessary, by th
away with reflexivity and a variation of the relational subst

all five.

to each of the five equality axioms, namely



The following is a more precise specification of these method

the first sentence,

It is not difficult to see that the given axioms are

symbols. Therefore, these five methods are



ficient for deriving
, the answer is affirmative. More precisely, if we have a finite

versally quantified equations and are presented with a new eq

we will not prove it here (it was first proved by Birkhoff in 193
result that ensures that the six methods in question (the five

: By Reflexivity,

ing Reflexivity as needed.



We are using prefix notation here to make it easier to see the te

sally quantified
of the Second Theorem. It is best explained and justified usin

is a universally quantified equation of the following form:

is an unquantified equation, is allowed. Also, as we mentione



ewriting, as defined next,



defining, such as

. From this definition of



All of this machinery is brought to bear in the following finit

rules (say, a set of axioms defining a function), without having to single out specifically



Define a method

Define a method

Define a method

Define a method

, would need to be modified to use

8 Starred exercises are generally more difficult than unstarred ones. Two stars indicate even greater difficulty.



appears as the first input to

can prove instances of it, with specific ground terms



As a final bit of preparation for more substantial examples of
define an exponentiation function,
(which is predefined to be 300).



.) If we define the following procedure:

idea to start by writing down a few specific instances of the re



, first consider the following proof:

hain of equations, we first write



is specified, first tries left-to-right, and if that

Note that in right-to-left rewriting, as defined here, it is

Though possible, it is often more difficult to find the correct

is to find the separate chains working down to a common term usi

finding





This method definition does not itself prove a theorem, but a s
In particular, if we apply this method to any specific natural



universally quantified. But we do now have

ranges over the natural numbers, it suffices to prove:

the cases that together are sufficient to complete the proof.



t the benefit of

automatically takes care of the first three steps: the
identifiers will be all and only those identifiers that occur a

. These identifiers will be bound to freshly generated variab

sentence. We can define such a procedure directly in Athena an
workflow of an inductive proof, as outlined in the following s





But it is not necessary to adhere to this style of defining prop
inductive proof. Neither is it necessary to define proof meth

take a property that we defined earlier in the chapter:

Similar remarks apply to defining procedures like

some finite number of times.

some finite number



induction step is sufficient to

satisfies a commutative law:

undefined identifier or that there is a sort error).

of defining datatypes like is introduced with the following defi-

defined as a term that contains only constructors and/or nume
meta-identifier constants of the form



definition that determines
clauses: when the first universally quantified variable of th

, can be precisely defined with equational axioms and

properties are all stated as universally quantified equatio

definition, first in a form in which



first element is

as its first element,
third and final element.

This interpretation is reflected in the definition of the first

We defined some handy variable names to avoid having to type va

We now introduce two axioms that define concatenation:

With the previous definitions for natural-number functions

make sure we understand how these axioms define . The first axiom states that the list

, we get the same list that we would get by first joining

Besides holding up defining axioms to scrutiny and drawing di



.) But still another way to bolster our confidence is to state,

The simplest such property is one like the first axiom, but wit



in the first and second arguments of

is the same as its first argument,

1. The following method definitions and evaluations are anal





the first list, which is a natural number. In fact, however, we

ranges over lists of natural numbers, it suffices to



So we have seen two flavors of mathematical induction, for nat

definitions about the given constructors. Thus, from

is an irreflexive constructor that takes no argument of the da
defined; there would be more than one basis case if there were m

does take an argument of the datatype being defined, correspo

e defined

definitions with

is predefined in Athena and in practice there would be no need t
actually issue the above definition.) As a convenience, we define a few general (polymor-
phic) variable names, as well as some specifically for polymo



We can now give a polymorphic definition of

The first of these proofs involves ground terms of the list ele



, it suffices to prove:

define equations for terms in which
occur in the first argument to

ask you to confirm with proofs). Such basic axioms are so frequ
reasoning about specific applications of binary functions t



, but we first step

than a moment’s reflection is needed to grasp their meaning. M


